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It’s virtually impossible to escape from the simple fact that 

the education sector is experiencing challenging times 

and undergoing seismic shifts in government personnel, 

policy changes and budgets. A perfect storm appears 

to be well past the brewing stage, with a combination 

of increasing student numbers, large-scale real-term 

budget cuts, and quite possibly one of the most arduous 

periods in which to recruit teachers. Schools are telling 

us they are struggling to cope, especially in areas where 

teacher talent is particularly sparse. 

At Eteach, we are fierce advocates of the great work 

teachers and schools do every day up and down the 

country, regarding teachers as the true unsung heroes 

within society, up there with nurses and charity workers 

in making a real difference to the lives of millions of 

people; going about their duties without prejudice or 

influence from financial rewards. Teachers and education 

professionals should be cherished, rewarded and 

actively celebrated. We believe education is a basic 

necessity, and should form the bedrock of any civilised 

society. A climate in which education is underrated, 

under-resourced and dysfunctional is a difficult one to 

fathom; which is why we passionately want to work with 

schools to support them through this uncertain time in 

any way our expertise can serve.

As teacher recruitment specialists, we have used our 

unique expertise and unrivalled position of strength within 

the education sector to conduct a detailed analysis of the 

current education landscape with a particular focus on 

the recruitment challenges facing schools. We’ve taken 

insights from third-party sources and the results of one 

of the largest research projects ever conducted, asking 

education professionals about their experiences of 

working and job-seeking in this vital sector.

We know that recruitment is an area fraught with time-

consuming manual processes, and schools often 

lack the experience or sector insight into the strategies 

that deliver the best candidates. There are worrying 

trends emerging such as the high percentage of 

teachers leaving the profession within three years of 

starting. However, we firmly believe that when guided 

effectively, straightforward recruitment planning and staff 

engagement is a fruitful way for school leaders to take 

control in this uncertain climate. 

Whilst some responsibility lies with the policy makers 

to ensure there is enough of a talent pool from which 

to recruit, we actively encourage schools and the 

sector to seize this opportunity to review all their 

existing recruitment processes and procedures, 

taking a step back to question if what they’re doing is 

really necessary or can be fine-tuned and optimised. 

Embrace the fantastic technological advances that are 

taking place, recognise where outsourcing your HR or 

talent management could be an invaluable option, and 

challenge the traditional ways you’ve always done things, 

saving time and money and producing tangible results.

Eteach continues to operate at the forefront of this

part of the education sector by providing a range of 

Talent Management Solutions to help schools recruit 

the best and most relevant candidates for all of their 

vacancies. We are focused on supporting education 

professionals to further their careers and encouraging 

as many people as possible to consider, enter into and 

pursue opportunities within this most enticing and 

vibrant of sectors.

Foreword
Paul Howells, CEO, Eteach

We are focused on supporting 
education professionals to further 
their careers and encouraging
as many people as possible to 
consider, enter into and pursue 
opportunities within this most 
enticing and vibrant of  sectors.

At Eteach, we are fierce advocates of
the great work teachers and schools
do every day up and down the country, 
regarding teachers as the true
unsung heroes within society.



Financial constraints

The current UK government declares education a priority, 

but in this age of austerity the budget for state schools 

stands at a little over £100 billion, and schools have 

received just 5% real-time growth in budget over the last 

four years
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. In a recent survey of school leaders, worries 

over budget pressures and lack of funding featured as 

their top concern in running their schools, with 43% of 

secondary school heads citing it as their biggest 

challenge for the twelve months ahead
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. And their fears 

are well-founded: schools are expected to have a

£4.6 billion budget shortfall by 2019, equating to an 8% 

real terms decline in spending per pupil 
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. School leaders 

will have to become ever more resourceful and efficient

in every area.

Increasing pupil numbers

This alarming budgetary shortfall will be exacerbated by 

an anticipated increase in the numbers of students in the 

UK education system. There are currently 8.56 million 

pupils in schools in England, an increase of just over 

121,000 pupils (or 1.4%) since 2015
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. Following a surge 

in the birth rate, the number of pupils in UK schools has 

grown every year since 2009 
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, and the Department for 

Education expects total numbers in the state sector to 

have swelled by c.8% between 2015 and 2020 
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. Such 

marked increases will place unprecedented pressure on 

infrastructure, resources, and teacher recruitment.

Pressure on teacher recruitment

Recruitment of staff, even before the predicted rise in 

pupil numbers hits its peak, is already an issue of 

paramount concern to school leaders. 37% of schools 

nationwide are already facing a teacher shortage –

rising to 56% in London
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. 60% of head teachers say

they find filling their teaching vacancies difficult, and 

around 20% of vacancies currently go unfilled 
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. Fewer 

trainees are entering teaching, and increasing numbers 

are quitting – since 2011, there has been an 11% increase 

in the number of teachers leaving the profession 
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.

Not surprisingly, 19% of head teachers see teacher 

recruitment and retention as the biggest challenge

they face 
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.

Workforce dynamics

An effective and dynamic education system relies on 

having a highly skilled, motivated and enthusiastic 

workforce. There are more than 1.4 million hard-working 

education professionals currently employed in UK state 

schools; predominately teachers, who make up 48% of 

the workforce, followed by teaching assistants who 

number 263,000, backed up by 238,000 support staff. 

Financial constraints and growing student numbers have 

led to schools employing significantly more teaching 

assistants (+20%), whereas the actual teacher count has 

only risen by 4% 
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. 

But these passionate, dedicated education professionals 

are being ground down by the circumstances in which 

they are operating. Teachers are reporting excess class 

sizes and unmanageable workloads: 84% of head 

teachers cite teacher workload as their biggest 

management challenge 
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, whilst more than three quarters 

of teachers (78%) say their family life has been negatively 

impacted by their job 
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. Head teachers are working on 

average 64 hours per week, class teachers more than 55 

hours, with 8 out of 10 teachers regularly taking work 

home with them 
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. Unsurprisingly, education 

professionals took an average of 7.6 days off sick in the 

last academic year, leading to more than 2.2 million days 

being lost 
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; the costs of covering them is staggering.

Navigating the landscape

The current landscape of the UK education system is 

clearly rocky, with significant challenges to be addressed. 

Teacher recruitment, exacerbated by budgetary 

constraints and a rising student population, is topping the 

agenda as an area of major concern.

The good news is it’s also an area in which positive steps 

can be taken to improve things, through straightforward 

changes to process and outlook.

At Eteach we want to support education professionals 

and partner with them in these vital steps to address

the recruitment challenge. Using a three-pronged 

approach of ‘Attract, Recruit, Retain’, and our array of 

innovative Talent Management Solutions, let’s 

collaborate to tackle teacher recruitment head-on, 

ensuring our education system maintains the highest of 

standards for future generations.

The Current
Education Landscape

Education is a basic necessity in
any society with the power, when 
properly executed, to lift the 
economic output of  a nation and 
improve the life chances of  future 
generations. The UK education 
system, historically the envy of  the 
world, is today entering unchartered 
territory as schools from the
smallest primaries to the largest 
MATs face increasingly complex 
challenges against an uncertain 
political backdrop.

It is vital that school and academy heads, political leaders, 

and the community at large understand and navigate 

this rapidly changing landscape, addressing challenges 

together to ensure an effective and dynamic education 

system for the future.
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How can this be achieved?
Every school can manage a successful 

candidate attraction strategy 

Recruitment is a two-way process – school leaders 

need to sell their schools and vacancies to prospective 

teachers just as much as they expect candidates to sell 

their skills in their applications. Over 95% of jobseekers look 

for their next job online, and yet only 39% of all employers 

use social media for recruiting and hiring

 22

. The internet-

based market puts candidates in a strong position, with 

greater choice and access to information, and teachers 

are becoming far more savvy in pursuing opportunities.

Schools need to be on a constant drive to compete to 

attract the top candidates by proactively promoting their 

school’s values, opportunities, culture and reputation 

through a variety of channels and technologies:

 � Writing more impactful job adverts

 � Using social media platforms to communicate

  brand image and act as a shop window for

  passive as well as active jobseekers

 � Identifying potential candidates and the channels

  they use

 � Constructing positive brand images and

  building a loyal community of potential employees 

 � Broadening selection criteria and reaching out

  to other sectors to attract the biggest talent

  into education

 � Embracing new technology: online job portals,

  talent pools and career sites.

An expert partner with you at every step

Constructing a brand and attracting candidates in 

today’s burgeoning online job market is a rewarding 

undertaking, but one that requires ongoing attention and 

an up-to-date knowledge of a myriad of channels. 

Which is where Eteach comes in. We want to reinvigorate 

the talent pool by partnering with school leaders in 

crafting and implementing proactive attraction strategies, 

borrowing from best practice in other business sectors. 

We offer innovative, effective technologies such as

Talent Pool software and Career Sites enabling schools 

to build a community with potential candidates;

and we provide practical expert advice on developing

a strong employer brand across social media and

online channels.
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How can we work together to 
make teaching a more attractive 
career, and magnetise the best 
candidates to every role?

Every profession needs to proactively attract a strong 

talent pool of new entrants to maintain its viability, 

encourage fresh ideas and leadership, and ensure 

the highest standards. The education sector is no 

different.

But attracting new talent to the teaching profession

is becoming increasingly difficult. Around 10% of

the workforce in state schools needs replacing

every year

16

, but trainee numbers are in decline,

failing to meet Government targets since 2012/13
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. 

We are not attracting enough teachers to satisfy 

current student levels, let alone the increasing pupil 

numbers forecast. 

Teaching appears to have an image problem, with 

educators perceived as overworked and underpaid,

in a sector with little glamour or financial reward.

It is vital we act now to make it more attractive for 

people to enter (or return to) the teaching profession. 

Some of this is up to policy-makers, perhaps making 

it easier to enter via a centralised teacher training 

route; but a very real impact can be made at the 

grassroots level of individual schools or groups of 

schools, and indeed every single job vacancy.

By constructing positive brand images and crafting 

more comprehensive and imaginative recruitment 

strategies, every school can contribute to convincing 

the most talented in our society that we offer must-

have jobs in a high-status profession.

Challenges:

� Increasing pupil numbers mean

 we will need a widening talent pool

� But we are already falling short of

 the numbers of new entrants needed

� Teaching has an image problem

 which needs to be redressed

� We need to reinvigorate the ways

 in which we advertise roles and

 communicate the brand identities

 of schools, to make teaching

 roles ‘must-have’ positions.

Attract
Reinvigorate the talent pool

Filling teaching positions

Schools facing a teacher shortage

Government recruitment spend

of headteachers

say they find filling

their teaching

vacancies difficult

60%

average nationwide

37%
in London
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56%

of teaching

vacancies

are remaining

unfilled

18

20%

£700 million
per year on recruiting and training

new teachers 
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Teacher training targets missed

for the last 4 years
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Over 95% of jobseekers look
for their next job online,
and yet only 39% of  all 
employers use social media
for recruiting and hiring.

Better teacher training will attract 
better teachers. It is a matter of  
quantity too, but that will not change 
until the profession is regarded more 
highly and that will not happen until 
we can attract higher quality teachers.

‘‘

‘‘

What the professionals have to say

We need to re-direct the focus back 
to the joy of  teaching and learning by 
both teachers and students, instead of  
the current monster of  data collection, 
appraisal and assessment.

‘‘

‘‘

Elaine Freeman

Brookvale School

Historically, Brookvale High School 
has always successfully recruited using 
both Eteach and local County Council 
websites. Last academic year, however, 
Maths and Geography were difficult 
subject areas to fill, and with Eteach’s 
expertise we were able to leverage their 
range of  recruitment solutions to reach 
these hard to find candidates.

‘‘

‘‘

Ensure teachers have a work-life 
balance, reduce expectations on 
marking and assessment, allow 
teachers creativity and diversity, and 
let children build a love for learning 
rather than just a routine of  teaching 
to assessment. If  these can be changed 
I strongly believe teaching will become 
a popular profession again.

‘‘
‘‘



How can this be achieved?

Review and rationalise recruitment processes 

School leaders across the sector need to take a step 

back and review their current recruitment process 

from start to finish. They need to put themselves in 

a candidate’s shoes and see how frustrating the 

application experience can be, and get to the bottom of 

the unnecessary length of time it takes for their school 

to find and employ a great candidate. Analysis of the 

processes at each stage, from how job ads are uploaded 

to the school website to how feedback to candidates 

is managed, will reveal countless areas which could 

be streamlined or automated, drastically improving the 

calibre of candidates applying and the time and money 

saved by every school.

The process should become less a burdensome chore, 

more a seamless routine easily activated when a vacancy 

arises, avoiding the costly panic advertising or knee-jerk 

reliance on agencies and supply cover.

 � Make recruitment a top priority; a strategic essential

  not to be side-lined to support staff

 � Outsource to expert partners to fill internal gaps in

  expertise, or lack of time or resource

 � Use technology to automate processes, investing,

  for example, in software to manage candidates or

  monitor ad campaigns

 � Ensure the capability to monitor and report on the

  performance of recruitment campaigns

 � Try to predict the annual patterns of when staff

  are more likely to leave, enabling a proactive rather

  than reactive accommodation of recruitment activity

 � Make it easier and less time-consuming for a

  candidate to apply: enable shorter, online

  applications, or accept CVs.

Outsource to an expert partner

Recruitment is a specialist profession in itself and head 

teachers shouldn’t just be expected to add it to their 

extensive skillset. Just as schools might outsource 

catering or infrastructure management to experienced 

contractors, so they should see recruitment as an area in 

which a professional partner might be able to bear some 

of the load, bringing high-level expertise and valuable 

guidance. This is where Eteach comes in.

As leading innovators in education recruitment for 15 

years we understand the challenges you face and 

have an honest and consultative approach to effective 

recruitment, not only finding you the right teachers but 

saving you significant amounts of time and money.

We can work with you on a consultative basis to evaluate 

your current practices, conducting a no-obligation 

Recruitment Health Check for your school or MAT. 

Efficiencies identified, we can help you develop and 

deploy proactive recruitment with our inexpensive, highly 

effective suite of advertising and software tools, including 

our award-winning School Recruiter and brand new 

Applicant Tracking System.
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How can we partner with you
to develop effective, efficient 
recruitment strategies, improving 
the recruitment experience for 
schools and applicants?

Properly planned recruitment saves time and 

money. It is crucial for successful organisational 

performance, maintaining morale and ensuring full 

output. Developing a proactive, strategic approach 

to recruitment, making use of industry knowledge, 

time-saving technologies, and proper monitoring 

of performance, is key in any sector. Recruiting in 

education is no different.

Between 100,000 and 120,000 permanent teaching 

roles are recruited for across schools in England 

annually 

23

. Recruitment for these roles currently 

involves a lot of manual input, frequently delegated 

to administrative staff or outsourced to agencies. 

Filling a post is often approached on an urgent ad 

hoc basis of expensive, unmonitored adverts, or 

a temporary agency cover made permanent. This 

costs the sector around £180-215 million every year, 

with advertising accounting for 35% of the spend; 

agencies 65% 

24

. 

From an applicant’s perspective the process 

for applying to teaching jobs is time-consuming 

and frustrating, with long, overly-complicated 

application forms and a lack of simple technologies 

such as submitting forms online. An astonishing 

60% of candidates are starting but failing to finish 

applications for teaching posts 

25

.

Challenges:

� School leaders lack the time,

 resources, and specialist knowledge

 to dedicate to strategic recruitment

 approaches

� Hiring tends to be approached

 on an ad hoc, firefighting basis,

 often delegated to support staff or

 expensive agencies

� Applying for teaching jobs is

 time-consuming and off-putting,

 with lengthy forms and little scope to

 submit applications or CVs online

� We need to review, streamline and

 automate recruitment practices

 to make the process easier and

 more effective for both schools

 and applicants.

Recruit
Streamline the process
for all involved

What the professionals have to say
40% of education professionals recently surveyed 

said the most off-putting factor in applying for jobs 

was the time it takes to apply to each role, a further 

25% blaming the length of the application form itself. 

44% of teachers said they would welcome the facility 

to submit an application online, and 34% would prefer 

to submit a CV instead 
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.

It is essential we make the process for recruiting 

teachers easier for both schools and applicants, 

reviewing and overhauling antiquated approaches, 

automating and streamlining time-consuming or 

expensive elements, adopting new technologies; 

investing in strategic planning and performance 

monitoring, and making the candidate experience

a far more positive one.

An astonishing 60% of  candidates are starting but failing to finish 
applications for teaching posts.

Applying for a teaching position

Recruitment spend

of teachers would

welcome the

facility to submit an

application online

44%
of teachers

would prefer to

submit a CV 

instead
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34%

£180 – 215 million
total spend on permanent

teacher recruitment per year

of this is spent on advertising

2835%

Most of  the teachers in the 
marketplace now are not like me. 
I was not brought up in the digital 
generation, I was brought up having 
a crafty look in the papers when I 
wanted to get another job; that’s all 
changed now.

‘‘

‘‘

Maria Cicero-Scott

HR Director at GLF Schools

With more schools coming into our 
Multi-Academy Trust we required 
additional help with recruitment.  
Growing from two schools to twelve 
we needed extra capacity and expertise 
to support our recruitment strategy.  
We chose Eteach as our recruitment 
partner because with previous 
experience of  their work I was aware 
of  their expertise, knowledge and 
position in the market. 

They helped us implement a proactive 
recruitment strategy so we are able to 
plan ahead rather than be reactive to 
vacancies as they come up. 

Eteach provides a highly professional 
service to us as a valued partner in our 
Academy Trust.

‘‘

‘‘

We definitely need more efficient 
application and interviewing 
processes…

‘‘ ‘‘



How can this be achieved?

Understanding, changing, and supporting 

We can all make a difference to the current working 

situation faced by teachers, to staunch the flow of 

professionals leaving the sector. We must understand 

the factors that undermine their passion and provide 

better ongoing professional support throughout 

teachers’ careers.

At a policy level, the government needs to consider 

introducing benefits accrued by length of service –

perhaps incremental salaries or ‘golden handshakes’ 

commonplace in other professions. Nationally-

recognised professional development programmes 

could be introduced, and the amount of paperwork 

required of teachers be seriously addressed.

But a huge difference can be made at a local and 

individual school level:

 � Communicating openly with teachers to properly

  quantify their concerns and areas of most stress

 � Trialling initiatives such as the Fair Workload

  Charter, capping the hours any teacher is required

  to work each week

 � Establishing better mechanisms in schools to

  support teachers practically and emotionally

 � Offering continued professional development

  schemes to ensure staff are fulfilled and motivated 

 � Taking the pressure off school leaders and

  injecting high-level expertise by outsourcing to

  HR professionals.

An expert to share your workload

Addressing teachers’ grievances and introducing new 

support and development schemes might seem 

daunting, time-consuming, costly, and ironically, certain to 

add to your workload. But that’s where Eteach comes in.

We understand the complexities of human resources in a 

school context. We have a wealth of sector knowledge 

based on 15 years in the field and comprehensive 

surveys that we regularly conduct with thousands of 

education professionals.

Our passionate, highly-skilled HR team can advise and 

guide you on a range of HR matters including employee 

relations casework; advice on pay, conditions of service, 

and employment law; specialist leadership recruitment; 

and safeguarding and protection issues.

A bespoke service tailored to your individual school and 

staff culture, our experts are always at the end of a phone 

to take the strain and lessen your workload on employee 

engagement and human resource issues.
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How can we help you engage your 
staff, manage their morale and 
inspire their loyalty?
An overhaul of schools’ approaches to attracting and 

recruiting might seem the key to tackling the teacher 

recruitment challenge. But it’s not difficult to see that 

another major contributing factor to the current crisis 

is the simple fact that far too many teachers and 

education practitioners are leaving the profession.

Some of these are naturally retiring after long careers, 

but a worrying 70% of teachers admit to considering 

leaving within just three years of starting out in the

job 

29

, and 2 in 5 newly qualified teachers are actually 

walking out the door 

30

. Since 2011, there has been a 

12% increase in the number of teachers leaving

the profession

31

.

The reasons for teachers walking away are clear: 

unmanageable workloads and long hours, with a 

resulting impact on health and morale, not to

mention widening pay conditions compared to

other professions, and a distinct lack of career 

development opportunities. In a 2016 survey of more 

than 4,000 teachers, 82% described their workload 

as “unmanageable”, with more than three-quarters 

working between 49 and 65 hours a week. 73% said 

their workload was having a serious impact on

their physical health; 75% on their mental health. 

Unsurprisingly, almost half of respondents said they 

planned to leave the profession within the next

five years

 32
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Retain
What the professionals have to say

Challenges:

� Record numbers of teachers are

 leaving the profession

� This is a drain on resources

 and unconducive to a thriving

 education sector

� The root causes of poor retention are

 teachers’ unmanageable workloads,

 poor work-life balance and resulting

 stress and low morale

� We need to understand teachers’

 motivations and concerns, and provide

 support, career guidance, and better

 management of their workloads

� Schools often lack the HR expertise,

 money and time to invest effectively

 in staff engagement, professional

 development and career guidance.

Hang onto your most
valuable assets

It is essential we address this situation to ensure 

good teachers stay committed and remain in their 

posts. We need to understand why those who stay 

in the profession do so, and highlight why others 

are struggling. Most teachers are still passionate 

about the difference they make to young lives, but 

they need to be better supported, with clear career 

guidance, continued professional development, 

and a reassessment of the unreasonable workload 

placed upon them. Let’s ensure that when great 

teachers start teaching, they stay.

Since 2011, there has been a 
12% increase in the number of  
teachers leaving the profession.

82% of  teachers described their 
workload as “unmanageable”, 
with more than three-quarters 
working between 49 and 65 
hours a week. 

Teachers leaving the profession

Teaching days lost

of teachers

consider leaving

within 3 years

of starting

70%
increase in

teachers leaving

the profession

since 2011
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12%

2.2 million
sick days taken by

education professionals last year

34

described their

workload

as unmanagable

described their

workload as having

an impact on health
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82% 73%

We need effective CPD and progression 
plans for teachers, to sell the fact that 
teaching is a brilliant long-term career 
pathway. We should have incentives
like relocation packages as there were 
when I first started teaching 26 years 
ago, or bonus incentives to keep staff
by helping pay off tuition loans…

‘‘

‘‘

Mark Woods

CEO at CMAT

One of  the biggest recruitment 
challenges we face is the retention of  
good quality teachers. We need to be 
providing that continuity in the 
classroom and have good staff within the 
school. We brought in Eteach because 
of  the external recruitment challenges 
– sometimes in any family you need 
somebody from outside to be pointing 
out what you could be doing better.

With Eteach, I’ve got someone who
is going to challenge us back because
we have that kind of  relationship,
and a recruitment specialist with the 
experience and know-how to bring
a more commercial edge to what we
are doing.

‘‘

‘‘

Give greater credit to experienced staff, 
less burden on workload, higher quality 
CPD training, a bonus scheme for 
exceeding targets…

‘‘

‘‘



But there is a route through

In the midst of this challenging landscape there are

1.4 million passionate hard-working education 

professionals, dedicated to the flourishing of the UK’s 

24,288 primary and secondary schools. 98% of

teachers still feel, despite the challenges, they have a 

positive impact on the future prospects of children and 

young people 
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And whilst some of the responsibility for change lies with 

the policy-makers, the good news is there are many 

tangible, concrete and achievable steps that can be 

taken by every school to improve the current landscape 

and reinvigorate the workforce.

To improve the overall quality of teaching we have to 

make the profession more attractive to the best talent, 

and ensure that once they start teaching, they stay.

By adopting a comprehensive three-pronged approach 

of ‘Attract, Recruit, Retain’, school leaders can make 

straightforward but hugely effective adjustments to how 

they advertise for, hire and support their staff:

Attract

Reinvigorate the image of teaching and attract the top 

candidates by strategically and proactively promoting 

their school’s values, opportunities, culture and 

reputation across a variety of channels, adopting 

innovative technologies and communicating positive 

brand images.

Recruit

Review current recruitment processes, automating and 

streamlining to improve the process for both schools 

and applicants. Adopt new technologies, invest in 

strategic planning and performance monitoring, and 

make the candidate experience a positive one.

Retain

Understand the factors undermining teachers’ 

commitment, and establish more effective support 

systems, motivational benefits, and professional 

development opportunities to address these,

investing in outsourced HR expertise to supplement

in-house capability.

Providing a steady compass

The crucial point is that schools are not alone in their 

endeavour to tackle teacher recruitment. 

Professional partners such as Eteach can support and 

advise on every aspect, at every stage. Our years of 

experience and raft of innovative technologies and 

time-saving processes provide a tailored toolbox and 

valuable personal support in tackling the situation.

We are passionate about supporting education 

professionals and revitalising the sector. We want to 

partner meaningfully with schools to support them 

through this uncertain time in any way our expertise

can serve. 

The current landscape is not one of schools’ own 

making, nor should it be something they are left to tackle 

on their own. It is the responsibility of all of us to pull 

together to transform the current landscape. 

After all, a society that values its teachers values its future.

In summary:
Tackling the teacher
recruitment challenge together

Schools and academies across the UK are facing their 

toughest times yet, working with dwindling budgets in the 

face of dramatic increases in student numbers, and real 

problems with teacher morale and stress caused by long 

hours and unmanageable workloads.

Navigating tough times

Teachers, the unsung heroes of our society, remain 

passionate about making a difference to young peoples’ 

lives, but as well as being overworked and underpaid, are 

growing increasingly frustrated by a lack of career 

guidance and professional development opportunities 

within the sector, and the impracticalities of job hunting in 

an archaic system.

The teaching profession has an image problem, 

struggling to attract new trainees into a sector rarely 

portrayed as high-status, glamourous or well-paid. As for 

those who do enter the profession, we are struggling to 

retain them, failing to provide the right support or benefits 

to inspire long-term commitment to the sector, resulting 

in escalating numbers taking their talents elsewhere.

Recruitment processes themselves are a challenge for 

schools, not traditionally seen as an area of strategic 

importance in institutions understandably focused on 

delivering children’s education and already stretched in 

manpower, budget and resources. Trailing behind other 

sectors in adopting the right technologies and mindset

to manage effective recruitment, schools have been 

‘firefighting’ and haemorrhaging money on short-term 

staffing solutions.
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There are many tangible, 
concrete and achievable 
steps that can be taken by 
every school to improve 
the current landscape and 
reinvigorate the workforce.

A society that values its 
teachers values its future.



Having faced the facts and considered the solutions, we 

hope this spotlight on the teacher recruitment challenge 

will inspire school leaders, teachers and policy-makers to 

take the first steps in tackling the crisis. Small changes on 

an individual school level will make a real difference.

If you’re interested in playing your part by exploring the 

idea of an effective attraction strategy, reviewing your 

recruitment processes, or investigating outsourcing 

some of your HR provision, get in touch with Eteach 

today to see how we could join you as a strategic 

recruitment partner: supporting, advising, and taking the 

strain in some or all aspects of your school’s recruitment 

and retention.

As leading innovators in education recruitment for 15 

years, Eteach’s specialists understand the sector’s 

challenges, and have the expert knowledge and cutting 

edge technology to support you in your three-pronged 

approach of attract, recruit and retain. 

Founded by a former teacher, Eteach is truly on the side 

of the education professionals. With value for money at 

the heart of everything we do and an honest and 

consultative approach, we work closely in partnership 

with each school and their teachers to find better, smarter 

and faster solutions to their recruitment challenges.

We partner with over 7,500 schools and colleges,

and last year advertised more than 45,000 jobs to our

1.5 million registered candidates, who make 5 million job 

searches and 1 million site visits each month. We foster a 

real international community of teachers through social 

media, blogs and regular newsletters, and have offices in 

London and Dubai as well as representatives in Canada 

and Australia.

Visit our website or get in touch directly to find out more 

about our range of bespoke Talent Management 

Solutions:

� Job Board

� Specialist Recruiters

� HR Services

� Technology

� Talent Management Services

We look forward to partnering with many more 

schools, as we tackle the teacher recruitment 

challenge together.

Attract, Recruit and Retain:
Take the first steps today 

7,500+
schools and colleges 

work with us

45,000+
jobs advertised

last year

1.5 million
registered 
candidates

5 million
job searches
each month

1 million
visits to our website

each month

The current landscape is
not one of  schools’ own making,

nor should it be something
they are left to tackle on their own.



Contact us
 0845 226 1906

 info@eteach.com

 eteachgroup.com

 Norwich House

 Knoll Road

 Camberley

 Surrey, GU15 3SY

 eteachblog.com

 facebook.com/eteach

 twitter.com/eteach

It is vital we act now to make it more 
attractive for people to enter (or return to) 
the teaching profession.




